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%VOLUTION OF DIRECTIONAL HEARING IN MOTHS VIA
CONVERSION OF BAT DETECTION DEVICES TO ASYMMETRIC
PRESSURE GRADIENT RECEIVERS
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  4OURS &RANCE
3UBMITTED TO 0ROCEEDINGS OF THE .ATIONAL !CADEMY OF 3CIENCES OF THE 5NITED 3TATES OF !MERICA
3MALL ANIMALS TYPICALLY LOCALIZE SOUND SOURCES BYMEANS OF COMPLEX
INTERNAL CONNECTIONS AND BAFmES THAT EFFECTIVELY INCREASE TIME
OR INTENSITY DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE  EARS "UT SOME MINIATURE
ACOUSTIC SPECIES ACHIEVE DIRECTIONAL HEARING WITHOUT SUCH DEVICES
INDICATING THAT OTHER MECHANISMS HAVE EVOLVED 5SING $ LASER VI
BROMETRY TO MEASURE TYMPANUM DEmECTION WE SHOW THAT FEMALE
LESSER WAXMOTHS !CHROIA GRISELLA	 CAN ORIENT TOWARD THE K(Z
MALE SONG BECAUSE EACH EAR FUNCTIONS INDEPENDENTLY AS AN ASYM
METRIC PRESSURE GRADIENT RECEIVER THAT RESPONDS SHARPLY TO HIGH
FREQUENCY SOUND ARRIVING FROM AN AZIMUTH ANGLE r CONTRALATERAL
TO THE ANIMALgS MIDLINE 7E FOUND THAT FEMALES PRESENTED WITH
A SONG STIMULUS WHILE RUNNING ON A LOCOMOTION COMPENSATION
SPHERE FOLLOW A TRAJECTORY r  r TO THE LEFT OR RIGHT OF THE
STIMULUS HEADING BUT NOT DIRECTLY TOWARD IT MOVEMENT CONSISTENT
WITH THE TYMPANUM DEmECTIONS AND SUGGESTIVE OF A MONAURAL
MECHANISM OF AUDITORY TRACKING -OREOVER FEMALES LOSING THEIR
TRACK TYPICALLY REGAIN IT BY AUDITORY SCANNING ದ SUDDEN WIDE
DEVIATIONS IN THEIR HEADING ದ AND FEMALES INITIALLY FACING AWAY
FROM THE STIMULUS QUICKLY CHANGE THEIR GENERAL HEADING TOWARD
IT ORIENTATION INDICATING SUPERIOR ABILITY TO RESOLVE THE FRONTREAR
AMBIGUITY IN SOURCE LOCATION 8RAY #4 SCANS OF THE MOTHS DID NOT
REVEAL ANY INTERNAL COUPLING BETWEEN THE  EARS CONlRMING FOR THE
lRST TIME THAT AN ACOUSTIC INSECT CAN LOCALIZE A SOUND SOURCE BASED
SOLELY ON THE DISTINCT FEATURES OF EACH EAR
ACOUSTIC COMMUNICATION | ,EPIDOPTERA | SOUND LOCALIZATION | ULTRA
SOUND
)NTRODUCTION
5IF MPDBMJ[BUJPO PG TPVOE TPVSDFT CZ TNBMM BOJNBMT JT B GVOEB
NFOUBM QSPCMFN JO CJPBDPVTUJDT 	
8IFSF CPEZ TJ[F JT EJNJOVUJWF
BOE JOUFSFBS EJTUBODF JT TIPSU BT JT HFOFSBMMZ UIF DBTF JO BDPVTUJD
JOTFDUT BOE BOVSBOT JU JT JNQSPCBCMF UIBU BO BOJNBM DBO SFMZ PO
JOUFSBVSBM JOUFOTJUZ EJGGFSFODF 	**%
 PS JOUFSBVSBM UJNF EJGGFS
FODF 	*5%
 NFDIBOJTNT UP SFTPMWF UIF B[JNVUI BOHMF UPXBSET
UIF TPVSDF 	
 4PNF BDPVTUJD JOTFDUT BOE BOVSBOT PWFSDPNF UIFJS
TJ[F DPOTUSBJOUT CZ NFBOT PG NVMUJQMF QBUIXBZT BMPOH XIJDI TPVOE
BSSJWFT BU CPUI UIF FYUFSOBM BOE JOUFSOBM TVSGBDFT PG UIF UZNQBOBM
NFNCSBOFT 	
 CFDBVTF UIF TFQBSBUF QBUIXBZT MFBEJOH UP UIF 
TVSGBDFT PG B UZNQBOBM NFNCSBOF EJGGFS JO MFOHUI XIFO UIF TPVOE
TPVSDF JT JQTJMBUFSBM B QIBTF EJGGFSFODF CFUXFFO UIF FYUFSOBM BOE
JOUFSOBM TPVOE XBWFT DBO BSJTF GPS TQFDJGJD TPVOE GSFRVFODJFT BOE
ZJFME WJCSBUJPO PG UIF NFNCSBOF 5IF JOUFSBVSBM QIBTF EJGGFS
FODF 	*1%
 CFUXFFO UIFTF FYUFSOBMJOUFSOBM QIBTF EJGGFSFODFT
CZ HFOFSBUJOH B EJTQBSJUZ JO WJCSBUJPO CFUXFFO UIF  FBST NBZ
UIFO TFSWF BT B SFMJBCMF JOEJDBUPS PG UIF B[JNVUI BOHMF UPXBSE UIF
TPVOE TPVSDF $VSJPVTMZ DFSUBJO TNBMM BDPVTUJD JOTFDUT UIBU EP OPU
QPTTFTT UIF BOBUPNJDBM GFBUVSFT QFSNJUUJOH BO *1% NFDIBOJTN
BSF OPOFUIFMFTT RVJUF FGGJDJFOU BU TPVOE TPVSDF MPDBMJ[BUJPO 'PS
FYBNQMF JO UIF UBDIJOJE GMZ 0SNJB PDISBDFB B QBSBTJUPJE PG
TJOHJOH NBMF DSJDLFUT UIF  FBST BSF TFQBSBUFE CZ  wN BOE
TPVOE XBWFT BSSJWF POMZ BU UIF FYUFSOBM TVSGBDFT PG UIF UZNQBOBM
NFNCSBOFT CVU B TQFDJBMJ[FE hSPDLFSBSNh BQQBSBUVT DPOOFDUJOH
UIF FBST NBHOJGJFT CPUI UIF **% BOE *5% 	
 5IFTF FOIBODFE
JOUFSBVSBM EJGGFSFODFT DPNCJOFE XJUI QPPMJOH UIF SFTQPOTFT PG
NBOZ JOEJWJEVBM SFDFQUPS OFVSPOT BMMPX GFNBMF 0 PDISBDFB UP
MPDBMJ[F UIFJS IPTUT XJUI B IJHI EFHSFF PG EJSFDUJPOBM QSFDJTJPO
(JWFO UIF EJWFSTJUZ PG IFBSJOH PSHBOT UIBU IBWF FWPMWFE BNPOH
JOTFDUT 	
 JU JT MJLFMZ UIBU ZFU PUIFS MPDBMJ[BUJPO NFDIBOJTNT FY
JTU 5IVT FYBNJOJOH EJSFDUJPOBM IFBSJOH JO TNBMM BDPVTUJD TQFDJFT
XPVME CF WBMVBCMF JO BO FWPMVUJPOBSZ DPOUFYU BT XFMM BT JO UIF
EFWFMPQNFOU PG CJPJOTQJSFE UFDIOPMPHZ GPS TPVOE MPDBMJ[BUJPO
8IFSFBT UIF NBKPSJUZ PG SFTFBSDI PO BDPVTUJD JOTFDUT IBT
GPDVTFE PO DPOTQJDVPVT TJOHFST BNPOH UIF 0SUIPQUFSB BOE $J
DBEJEBF 	
 BOE NPSF SFDFOUMZ PO %SPTPQIJMB TQQ 	
 PXJOH
UP BWBJMBCMF HFOFUJD SFTPVSDFT NPTU BDPVTUJD JOTFDUT BSF UP CF
GPVOE JO UIF -FQJEPQUFSB "QQSPYJNBUFMZ  PG MFQJEPQUFSBO
TQFDJFT IBWF UZNQBOBM FBST 	
 IFBSJOH FWPMWFE JOEFQFOEFOUMZ
CFUXFFO  UJNFT JO UIF PSEFS 	
 BOE TPVOE TJHOBMJOH ದ
VTJOH VMUSBTPVOE GSFRVFODJFT ದ GPS NBUJOH DPNNVOJDBUJPO JT OPX
LOPXO UP PDDVS JO EJWFSTF TQFDJFT JO TFWFSBM GBNJMJFT JODMVEJOH
UIPTF DIBSBDUFSJ[FE CZ TNBMM CPEZ TJ[F 	
 #FDBVTF NBUFT NBZ
OFFE UP CF MPDBMJ[FE XJUI UIF TBNF QSFDJTJPO BT IPTUT TPNF
EFHSFF PG EJSFDUJPOBM IFBSJOH JT FYQFDUFE JO NPUI TQFDJFT UIBU
DPNNVOJDBUF BDPVTUJDBMMZ .PSFPWFS UIF BQQBSFOU BCTFODF PG
JOUFSBVSBM CSJEHFT BOE PG USBDIFBM BOBUPNZ DPOEVDJWF UP *1%
NFDIBOJTNT JO NPUIT 	
 TUSPOHMZ TVHHFTUT UIBU OPWFM TUSBUFHJFT
GPS TPVOE TPVSDF MPDBMJ[BUJPO PQFSBUF JO MFQJEPQUFSBO IFBSJOH
"NPOH BDPVTUJD -FQJEPQUFSB UIF MFTTFS XBYNPUI 	"DISPJB
HSJTFMMB 1ZSBMJEBF (BMMFSJJOBF
 XBT BO JEFBM DBOEJEBUF GPS TUVEZ
3IGNIlCANCE
)N MOST ACOUSTIC ANIMALS DIRECTIONAL HEARING EVOLVED ALONGSIDE
BASIC EAR STRUCTURE 0YRALOID MOTHS DIFFER BECAUSE THEIR EARS
GENERALLY FUNCTION AS SIMPLE BAT DETECTORS WITH LITTLE DIREC
TIONAL ABILITY 0YRALOIDS THAT BROADCAST MATING CALLS REPRESENT
A YET MORE SPECIAL CASE AS THESE SPECIES DO LOCALIZE SOUND BUT
THE ABILITY EVOLVED WELL AFTER HEARING AND MAY BE CONSTRAINED
BY FUNDAMENTAL AUDITORY FEATURES !NALYZING A SPECIES WITH
MALE CALLING SONGS WE REPORT A NOVEL LOCALIZATION MECHANISM
WHEREIN THE MEMBRANE STRUCTURE OF EACH EAR AFFORDS SHARP
SENSITIVITY TO SOUND ARRIVING FROM A DISTINCT ANGLE &EMALES
CAN THEREBY TRACK MALE CALLS BUT ONLY VIA AN INDIRECT CURVILIN
EAR TRAJECTORY 3UCH INEFlCIENCY MAY CHARACTERIZE SPECIALIZED
PERCEPTUAL TRAITS THAT RELY ON GENERAL ONES HAVING ALREADY
UNDERGONE EXTENSIVE PRIOR EVOLUTION










































































































































Submission PDF&IG  3CHEMATIC DIAGRAMOF VENTRAL SIDE OF THE lRST ABDOMINAL SEGMENT OF!GRISELLA SHOWING THE GENERAL SHAPE AND POSITION OF THE  TYMPANA %ACH TYMPANUM IS DIVIDED INTO A RELATIVELY THICK ANTERIOR SEGMENT THE CONJUNCTIVUM
OR COUNTERTYMPANUM 	 AND A MEMBRANOUS POSTERIOR SEGMENT WHERE
THE PERIPHERAL NEURONS COLLECTIVELY FORMING THE SCOLOPARIUM ARE ATTACHED
!0	 4HE INTERFACE BETWEEN THE SEGMENTS IS HIGHLIGHTED BY A DASHED RED LINE
AND THE LINE PASSING THROUGH THE ATTACHMENT POINT AND THAT IS NORMAL TO THE
INTERSEGMENTAL INTERFACE IS SHOWN 4HE AVERAGE DISTANCE BETWEEN THE LEFT
AND RIGHT ATTACHMENT POINTS IN A FEMALE IS APPROX  ˩MWHICH WOULD YIELD
AN INTERAURAL TIME DIFFERENCE )4$	 LESS THAN  ˩S FOR SOUND ARRIVING FROM A
LATERAL SOURCE7E ESTIMATED INTERAURAL INTENSITY DIFFERENCE ))$	 BETWEEN THE
 TYMPANA USING THE CALCULATIONS FOR SCATTERING OF SOUND IN AIR BY A CYLINDRICAL
OBJECT 	 7E ASSUME THAT THE MOTHಬS ABDOMEN IS A CYLINDER OF RADIUS 
MM AND THAT THE ANGULAR SEPARATION OF THE TYMPANA IS ป r ALONG THE
ABDOMEN CIRCUMFERENCE &OR A BIOLOGICALLY RELEVANT SOUND MALE SONG WHOSE
DOMINANT FREQUENCY ป  K(Z ARRIVING FROM A LATERAL SOURCE WE CALCULATE AN
30, DIFFERENTIAL OF  D" BETWEEN THE SUPERPOSITION OF INCIDENT  SCATTERED
SOUND AT THE LEFT AND RIGHT TYMPANA 3UPPORTING )NFORMATION 3	 4HE ACTUAL
DIFFERENTIAL IS EXPECTED TO BE CONSIDERABLY LESS THAN  D" AS THE VENTRAL
SURFACE OF THE ABDOMEN IN THE REGION OF THE TYMPANA IS mATTENED THEREBY
REDUCING THE ANGULAR SEPARATION BETWEEN AXES NORMAL TO THE BODY SURFACE
AT THE  LOCATIONS
JOH BMUFSOBUJWF NFBOT CZ XIJDI TNBMM BOJNBMT NJHIU BDIJFWF EJ
SFDUJPOBM IFBSJOH 	
 "EVMU CPEZ MFOHUIT PG NBMFT BOE GFNBMFT
BWFSBHF  BOE  NN SFTQFDUJWFMZ BOE UIF  UZNQBOB TJUV
BUFE WFOUSBMMZ PO UIF TU BCEPNJOBM TFHNFOU GBDF JO OFBSMZ UIF
TBNF EJSFDUJPO BOE BSF TFQBSBUFE CZ   wN 	'JHVSF 
 	

5IVT FWFO XIFO TPVOE JT PG WFSZ IJHI GSFRVFODZ BOE BSSJWFT
GSPN B MBUFSBM TPVSDF B TUBOEBSE **% NFDIBOJTN XPVME GBJM UP
HFOFSBUF B NFBOJOHGVM EJGGFSFOUJBM CFUXFFO UIF  FBST 	'JHVSF
 4VQQPSUJOH *OGPSNBUJPO 4
 -JLFXJTF UIF *5% XPVME CF 
wT MFTT UIBO TUPDIBTUJD WBSJBUJPO JO OFVSBM USBOTNJTTJPO %FTQJUF
UIFTF BOBUPNJDBMMZ JNQPTFE DPOTUSBJOUT " HSJTFMMB EJTQMBZ B MFWFM
PG EJSFDUJPOBM IFBSJOH UIBU BGGPSET UIF MPDBMJ[BUJPO PG B EJTUBOU
TPVOE TPVSDF .BMF " HSJTFMMB SFNBJO TUBUJPOBSZ PO UIF TVCTUSBUF
BOE WJB XJOHGBOOJOH QSPEVDF B USBJO PG EBNQFE QVMTFT PG VM
USBTPVOE 	 L)[  QVMTFTyT QVMTF MFOHUI  wT

UIBU BSF BUUSBDUJWF UP GFNBMFT VQ UP  N BXBZ 	
 3FDFQUJWF
GFNBMFT XJMM SVO JO UIF HFOFSBM EJSFDUJPO UPXBSE B TJOHJOH NBMF
PS B TQFBLFS CSPBEDBTUJOH B TZOUIFUJD TPOH TUJNVMVT BOE UIF
NBOZ CFIBWJPSBM TUVEJFT DPOEVDUFE PO" HSJTFMMB TIPXFE UIBU TVDI
MPDBMJ[BUJPO JT PGUFO BDDPNQMJTIFE XJUIJO  T 	
 .PSFPWFS
GFNBMFT FYQFSJFODF MJUUMF EJGGJDVMUZ JO UVSOJOH UP MPDBMJ[F UIF TPVOE
TPVSDF SFHBSEMFTT PG UIFJS JOJUJBM PSJFOUBUJPO JNQMZJOH UIBU UIFJS
EJSFDUJPOBM IFBSJOH JODPSQPSBUFT BNFDIBOJTN GPS PWFSDPNJOH UIF
QSPCMFN PG GSPOUSFBS BNCJHVJUZ" HSJTFMMB JO GMJHIU SFTQPOE UP CBU
FDIPMPDBUJPO TJHOBMT CZ ESPQQJOH WFSUJDBMMZ BOE XIFO SVOOJOH PO
UIF TVCTUSBUF UIFJS SFTQPOTF JT B TVEEFO DFTTBUJPO PG NPWFNFOU
	

"T JO PUIFS 1ZSBMJEBF FBDI UZNQBOVN JO " HSJTFMMB JT EJWJEFE
JOUP B UIJDL BOUFSJPS BOE B UIJO QPTUFSJPS TFHNFOU 	'JHVSF 

	
 7JCSBUJPO PG UIF  TFHNFOUT JO SFTQPOTF UP TPVOE JT
DPNQMFY BOE EFGMFDUJPOT BSF HSFBUFS JO UIF QPTUFSJPS TFHNFOU8F
IZQPUIFTJ[FE UIBU EJSFDUJPOBM IFBSJOH JO UIJT TNBMM NPUI SFMJFT PO
GJOFTDBMF BTQFDUT PG WJCSBUJPO JO UIF TFHNFOUFE UZNQBOB BOE XF
FNQMPZFE  BQQSPBDIFT UP TQFDJGZ UIF BCJMJUZ UP MPDBMJ[F B TPVOE
TPVSDF BOE UP EJTDFSO IPX GFBUVSFT PG UZNQBOBM WJCSBUJPO BGGPSE
UIJT BCJMJUZ 8F CFHBO CZ BOBMZ[JOH UIF PSJFOUBUJPO PG GFNBMF
" HSJTFMMB UP B TZOUIFUJD NBMF TPOH TUJNVMVT XIJMF NPWJOH PO B
MPDPNPUJPO DPNQFOTBUJPO TQIFSF 8F UIFO VTFE EJNFOTJPOBM
MBTFS %PQQMFS WJCSPNFUSZ UP NFBTVSF EFGMFDUJPOT PG UIF UZNQB
OBM NFNCSBOFT JO SFTQPOTF UP TPVOE CSPBEDBTU GSPN EJGGFSFOU
B[JNVUI BOHMFT 7JB 9SBZ DPNQVUFS BJEFE UPNPHSBQIZ 	$5

TDBOOJOH XF TFBSDIFE GPS QPUFOUJBM NPSQIPMPHJDBM DPOOFDUJPOT
PS CBGGMFT CFUXFFO UIF MFGU BOE SJHIU FBST 'JOBMMZ XF VTFE UIF
$5 TDBOT UP DPOTUSVDU B GJOJUF FMFNFOU NPEFM PG UIF TPVOE GJFME
BSPVOE UIF NPUIಬT CPEZ BOE XF NPEFMMFE UIJT GJFME GPS TPVOE
TPVSDFT MPDBUFE BU EJGGFSFOU B[JNVUI BOHMFT
2ESULTS AND $ISCUSSION
PG" HSJTFMMB GFNBMFT UFTUFE PO UIF MPDPNPUJPO DPNQFOTBUJPO
TQIFSF SBO UPXBSE UIF WJSUVBM TPVSDF PG UIF TZOUIFUJD TPOH TUJNVMVT
GPS BU MFBTU  T 	FH 'JH B
 "CTPMVUF BOHVMBS EFWJBUJPOT PG
USBWFM IFBEJOHT XJUI SFTQFDU UP UIF TUJNVMVT XIPTF IFBEJOH XBT
EFGJOFE BT r UBLFO PWFS UIF QSFWJPVT  T PG NPWFNFOU SBOHFE
GSPN rr GPS UIF JOJUJBM  T PG QIPOPUBYJT 	BWFSBHF WBMVFT PG
 GFNBMFT UBLFO BU T JOUFSWBMT CFHJOOJOH BU  T
 5SBWFM IFBEJOHT
XFSF FWFOMZ EJWJEFE CFUXFFO UIF MFGU BOE SJHIU TJEFT PG UIF r
IFBEJOH 	TJHO UFTU Q  
 BOE IBE TUBOEBSE EFWJBUJPOT SBOHJOH
GSPN rr 8IFSFBT UIF IJHIFTU BCTPMVUF BOHVMBS EFWJBUJPO
	r
 PDDVSSFE BU  T GPMMPXJOH UIF POTFU PG QIPOPUBYJT EFWJBUJPOT
EJE OPU EFDMJOF TJHOJGJDBOUMZ PWFS UIF GPMMPXJOH  T 	SFQFBUFE
NFBTVSFT "/07" Q   GPS T JOUFSWBMT CFHJOOJOH BU  T Q
 
 "U  T UIF BCTPMVUF BOHVMBS EFWJBUJPO XBT TUJMM rsr
 NPUIT CFHBO UIFJS NPWFNFOU XJUI BO ಫJOTUBOUBOFPVT IFBEJOHಬ
NFBTVSFNFOU UBLFO PWFS UIF MBTU  NT  r XJUI SFTQFDU
UP UIF TUJNVMVT #VU JO  PG UIFTF  JOTFDUT UIF USBWFM IFBEJOH
NFBTVSFE PWFS UIF QSFWJPVT  T XBT BMSFBEZ  r BU  T 3VOOJOH
TQFFE SFNBJOFE IJHI UISPVHIPVU UIF USJBMT 	 s  DNyT NFBO
s TE
 FRVJWBMFOU UP  CPEZ MFOHUITyT BT NFBTVSFE BMPOH UIF
USBKFDUPSZ  PG UIF GFNBMFT UFTUFE NBEF BU MFBTU POF DJSDMJOH
NPWFNFOU PG TNBMM SBEJVT 	  DN
 BT XFMM BT BOHVMBS EFWJBUJPOT
FYDFFEJOH r EVSJOH UIFJS USJBMT
'FNBMFT UFTUFE XJUI B TPOH TUJNVMVT UIBU JODMVEFE B T TJMFOU
QBVTF CFHJOOJOH BU  T VTVBMMZ NBEF BOHVMBS EFWJBUJPOT XJEFS UIBO
r BOE FWFO DJSDMFE DPNQMFUFMZ BU UIF CFHJOOJOH PG UIF TJMFOU
QBVTF NPWFNFOU UIBU IBE CFFO PCTFSWFE MFTT GSFRVFOUMZ EVSJOH
UIF MBTU  T PG UIF TUJNVMVT QSJPS UP UIF QBVTF 	TJHO UFTU Q 
 'JH C
 #Z UIF FOE PG UIF QBVTF NBOZ GFNBMFT IBE DFBTFE
NPWFNFOU 	 PG  JOTFDUT
 CVU UIFZ VTVBMMZ CFHBO SFPSJFOUJOH
BOE NPWJOH UPXBSE UIF TUJNVMVT XIFO UIF TPVOE DPOUJOVFE BOE
BHBJO NBEF XJEF BOHVMBS EFWJBUJPOT EVSJOH UIF JOJUJBM  T BDUJWJUZ
QFSGPSNFE MFTT GSFRVFOUMZ EVSJOH UIF TVDDFFEJOH T JOUFSWBM 	TJHO
UFTU Q  
 'FNBMFT UFTUFE XJUI B TPOH TUJNVMVT CSPBEDBTU
GSPN  TPVOE TPVSDFT UIF GJSTU  T GSPN B TQFBLFS BU r BOE UIF
TFDPOE  T GSPN B TQFBLFS BU r NPTUMZ UVSOFE DMPDLXJTF 	 PG
 GFNBMFT
 BT PQQPTFE UP DPVOUFSDMPDLXJTF EVSJOH UIF JOJUJBM
 T PG UIF CSPBEDBTU GSPN UIF TFDPOE TQFBLFS BOE SFPSJFOUFE BOE
NPWFE UPXBSE JU 	'JH D
 5IFTF SFPSJFOUBUJPOT XFSF HFOFSBMMZ
HSBEVBM BOE GJOJTIFE XJUI B USBWFM IFBEJOH XJUIJO r PG UIF










































































































































Submission PDF&IG  A	 4RAJECTORIES OF  REPRESENTATIVE ! GRISELLA FEMALES TESTED FOR ORIENTATION TO A S MALE SONG STIMULUS WHILE RUNNING ON A LOCOMOTION COMPENSATIONSPHERE 0ANELS  AND  SHOW THE FEMALESಬ XY COORDINATES IN A VIRTUAL PLANE OVER THE COURSE OF THEIR TRIALS 4HE STARTING POINT IS  AND THE SOUND SOURCE ISLOCATED ALONG THE VECTOR NORMAL TO THE XAXIS 3YMBOLS ALONG EACH OF THE TRAJECTORIES INDICATE THE FEMALEಬS POSITION AT SUCCESSIVE S INTERVALS 0ANELS  AND
 SHOW THE FEMALESಬ AVERAGE HEADINGS RELATIVE TO THE SOUND SOURCE OVER THE PRECEDING S INTERVAL AS MEASURED EVERY  MS RED LINE	 AND THEIR VELOCITIES
OVER THAT PRECEDING S INTERVAL BLUE LINE	 4HE FEMALE DEPICTED IN PANELS  AND  RETAINS A HEADING FROM r TO r THROUGHOUT HER TRIAL WHEREAS THE FEMALE
DEPICTED IN PANELS  AND  FOLLOWS A HEADING APPROXIMATELY r FOR THE lRST  S AND THEN SWITCHES TO A HEADING APPROXIMATELY r B	 4RAJECTORY OF A
REPRESENTATIVE FEMALE TESTED FOR ORIENTATION TO A S STIMULUS CONSISTING OF  S OF SONG  S OF SILENCE AND  S OF SONG 0ANEL  SHOWS THE TRAJECTORY AND PANEL 
SHOWS THE AVERAGE HEADING OVER THE PRECEDING  S AS IN A	 ABOVE 4HE FEMALE FOLLOWS A HEADING APPROXIMATELY r DURING THE lRST  S OF SONG CIRCLES DURING
THE S SILENT PAUSE AND STOPS AND THEN RESUMES A HEADING FROM r TO r DURING THE SECOND  S OF SONG C	 4RAJECTORY OF A REPRESENTATIVE FEMALE TESTED FOR
ORIENTATION TO A S STIMULUS CONSISTING OF  S OF SONG FROM A SPEAKER AT r FOLLOWED BY  S OF SONG FROM A SPEAKER AT r 0ANEL  SHOWS THE TRAJECTORY AND
PANEL  SHOWS THE AVERAGE HEADING OVER THE PRECEDING S INTERVAL AS IN A	 ABOVE THE AVERAGE HEADING IS SHOWN RELATIVE TO r FOR BOTH PARTS OF THE TRIAL 4HE
FEMALE FOLLOWS A HEADING APPROXIMATELY r WITH RESPECT TO THE lRST SPEAKER AND THEN TURNS CLOCKWISE AND FOLLOWS A HEADING APPROXIMATELY r EQUIVALENT
TO r WITH RESPECT TO THE SECOND SPEAKER
&IG  ,ASER VIBROMETRY MEASUREMENT OF DEmECTION MAGNITUDE MEASURED
AT  POINTS IN A REPRESENTATIVE TYMPANUM THE TYMPANUM PRESENTED IS
THE INSECTಬS RIGHT	 SEE TEXT IN ,ASER 6IBROMETRY SECTION OF -ETHODS FOR
DETERMINATION OF DEmECTION 4HE DEmECTIONS ARE CHARACTERIZED BY A SHARP
PRIMARY PEAK AND SEVERAL SMALLER SECONDARY PEAKS NEARBY 4HE SHARP PRIMARY
PEAK WAS FOUND IN THE CENTER OF THE POSTERIOR MEMBRANOUS SEGMENT OF
THE TYMPANUM REGION SURROUNDED BY DASHED ORANGE LINE	 7HEN THE SOUND
SOURCE WAS LOCATED ALONG THE MAJOR AXIS OF THE TYMPANUM THE PRIMARY PEAK
COINCIDED WITH THE NEURAL ATTACHMENT POINT SEE &IGURE 	 BUT THE PEAK
MOVED SLIGHTLY WHEN SOUND ARRIVED FROM OTHER DIRECTIONS
EJNFOTJPOBM MBTFS WJCSPNFUSZ UFTUJOH EFNPOTUSBUFE UIBU "
HSJTFMMB DBO MPDBMJ[F IJHI GSFRVFODZ TPVOE CFDBVTF UIFJS TFH
NFOUFE UZNQBOB BSF OPU PSJFOUFE JO QBSBMMFM BOE FBDI GVODUJPOT
BT B EJTUJODU QSFTTVSFHSBEJFOU SFDFJWFS .FBTVSFNFOUT PG UIF
SFTQPOTF PG B UZNQBOVN UP CSPBEDBTUT PG  L)[ TPVOE TIPXFE
UIBU UIF NBYJNVN EFGMFDUJPO PDDVSSFE BU PS DMPTF UP UIF MPDBUJPO
JO UIF DFOUFS PG UIF UIJO QPTUFSJPS TFHNFOU XIFSF UIF QFSJQIFSBM
OFVSPOT BSF BUUBDIFE 	'JHVSF 
 .FNCSBOF EFGMFDUJPO BU UIJT
BUUBDINFOU QPJOU JT FYQFDUFE UP JOGMVFODF UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ UIBU BO
BDUJPO QPUFOUJBM	T
 JT USBOTNJUUFE CZ UIF QFSJQIFSBM OFVSPOT BOE
XF NFBTVSFE UIF NBYJNVN EFGMFDUJPO UIFSF GPS TPVOE CSPBEDBTU
BU BMM B[JNVUI BOHMFT 3FTQPOTFT UP UIFTF CSPBEDBTUT SFWFBMFE B
QSJNBSZ EFGMFDUJPO QFBL JO UIF SJHIU UZNQBOVN GPS B TPVOE TPVSDF
MPDBUFE r UP UIF MFGU PG UIF JOTFDUಬT NJEMJOF 	B[JNVUI  r
 BT
XFMM BT B TFDPOEBSZ EFGMFDUJPO QFBL GPS TPVOE MPDBUFE BU r B[
JNVUI 4JNJMBSMZ UIF UFTUT PG UIF MFGU UZNQBOVN SFWFBMFE B QSJNBSZ
EFGMFDUJPO QFBL BU r B[JNVUI 5IF QSJNBSZ QFBL BWFSBHFE 
Y UIF EFGMFDUJPO NBHOJUVEF PG UIF TFDPOEBSZ QFBL BOE  Y UIF
EFGMFDUJPO NBHOJUVEF GPS BMM PUIFS TQFBLFS BOHMFT UFTUFE 	'JHVSF
B
 4JHOJGJDBOUMZ B DPNQBSBCMF TUVEZ PG UZNQBOVN SFTQPOTFT JO
B DMPTFMZ SFMBUFE TQFDJFT (BMMFSJB NFMMPOFMMB 	HSFBUFS XBYNPUI
1ZSBMJEBF (BMMFSJJOBF
 UIBU QFSDFJWFT IJHI GSFRVFODZ TPVOE CVU
IBT OFJUIFS BNBMF DBMMJOH TPOH OPS GFNBMF QIPOPUBYJT 	
 EJE OPU
SFWFBM QSPOPVODFE EFGMFDUJPO QFBLT GPS BOZ B[JNVUI 	'JHVSF C

"U  L)[ UIF XBWFMFOHUI PG TPVOE JO BJS JT  NN MFTT
UIBO  Y UIF BWFSBHF EJNFOTJPO PG BO " HSJTFMMB UZNQBOVN
$POTFRVFOUMZ B QSFTTVSF HSBEJFOU XJMM PDDVS CFUXFFO  QPJOUT PO
UIF UZNQBOVN XIFO TPVOE XBWFT BSSJWF GSPN B TPVSDF TJUVBUFE
BMPOH UIF MJOF UISPVHI UIPTF QPJOUT 	
 5IF HSBEJFOU JODSFBTFT BT
UIF  QPJOUT BSF TFQBSBUFE NPSF XJEFMZ BOE NBYJNVN HSBEJFOUT
XJMM UIVT PDDVS GPS TPVOE BSSJWJOH BMPOH UIF NBKPS BYJT PG UIF
UZNQBOVN XIJDI JT SPVHIMZ BMJHOFE XJUI UIF MPOHJUVEJOBM BYJT PG
UIF CPEZ 	'JH 
 #FDBVTF UIF OFVSBM BUUBDINFOU QPJOU JT TJUVBUFE
BMPOH PS DMPTF UP UIF NBKPS BYJT BOE IJHIFS QSFTTVSF HSBEJFOUT
XJMM SFTVMU JO HSFBUFS NFNCSBOF EFGMFDUJPOT TPVOE BSSJWJOH BMPOH
UIF NBKPS BYJT XJMM FMJDJU NBYJNVN EFGMFDUJPO PG UIF BUUBDINFOU
QPJOU *U JT MJLFMZ UIBU UIJT HFOFSBM GFBUVSF PG UZNQBOVN HFPNFUSZ
JT GVSUIFS NPEJGJFE BOE FOIBODFE CZ NBUFSJBM QSPQFSUJFT PG UIF
NFNCSBOF UIBU ZJFME HSFBUFS EFGMFDUJPO GPS TPVOE BSSJWJOH GSPN
B EJTUJODU B[JNVUI BU FBDI FBS 'PS FYBNQMF XIFO TPVOE BSSJWFT
BU UIF SJHIU 	MFGU
 UZNQBOVN GSPN r 	r
 XBWFGSPOUT XJMM











































































































































&IG  A	 ,EFT PANEL .ORMALIZED DEmECTION MAGNI
TUDE AT THE ATTACHMENT POINT IN THE RIGHT TYMPANUM
OF  !CHROIA GRISELLA FEMALES FOR SOUND ARRIVING FROM
DIFFERENT AZIMUTH ANGLES !NGLES ARE MEASURED CLOCK
WISE AROUND THE VECTOR NORMAL TO THE DORSAL SURFACE
OF THE MOTH WITH THE BODY MIDLINE DElNED AS r
!BSOLUTE DEmECTION MAGNITUDES WERE HIGHEST AT AN
AZIMUTH  r IN  OF  FEMALES THE REMAINING
FEMALEಬS MAXIMUM DEmECTION OCCURRED AT r 7E
THEREFORE NORMALIZED EACH FEMALEಬS DEmECTION MAG
NITUDES BY SETTING HER VALUE AT r TO  AND AD
JUSTING HER OTHER VALUES ACCORDINGLY "OX PLOTS SHOW
MEDIAN BLACK	 MEAN RED	  RANGE BOX	
 RANGE WHISKERS	 AND OUTLIERS FOR EACH AZ
IMUTH ANGLE !ZIMUTHS NOT SHARING A LETTER MARKING
THE BOX ARE SIGNIlCANTLY DIFFERENT 2EPEATEDMEASURES
!./6! 3IGMA3TAT 	 WITH (OLM3IDAK POSTHOC TEST
FOR PAIRWISE DIFFERENCES P   2IGHT PANEL .OR
MALIZED DEmECTION MAGNITUDE IN THE LEFT TYMPANUM
OF  ! GRISELLA FEMALES RED AND BLUE PLOTS	 !BSOLUTE
DEmECTION MAGNITUDES WERE HIGHEST AT r IN BOTH
FEMALES AND WE THEREFORE SET THEIR VALUES AT THIS
AZIMUTH TO  B	 .ORMALIZED DEmECTION MAGNITUDE
AT THE ATTACHMENT POINT IN THE RIGHT TYMPANUM OF
 'ALLERIA MELLONELLA FEMALES 4HE HIGHEST DEmECTION
MAGNITUDE AVERAGED ACROSS ALL  FEMALES OCCURRED AT
r AND WE THEREFORE SET EACH FEMALEಬS VALUE AT THIS
AZIMUTH TO  .ORMALIZED DEmECTIONS DO NOT DIFFER
BETWEEN AZIMUTHS 2EPEATED MEASURES !./6! P 

&IG  82AY #4 SCANS OF A FEMALE MOTH FOCUSING ON THE REGION BETWEEN THE
 TYMPANA A	 3AGITTAL SCAN OF ENTIRE BODY 42! INDICATES TRANSVERSE PLANE
THROUGH THE TYMPANA ON THE lRST ABDOMINAL SEGMENT SCALE BAR IS  MM
B	 4RANSVERSE SCAN OF PLANE INDICATED BY 42! IN SCAN A 9ELLOW INDICATES A
SCLEROTIZED REGION TYMPANAL CAVITIES ARE CLEARLY SHOWN 49	 AND NO INTERNAL
SCLEROTIZED CONNECTION BETWEEN THE CAVITIES IS EVIDENT #/2 INDICATES CORONAL
PLANE THROUGH THE TYMPANA SCALE BAR IS  ˩M C	 #ORONAL SCAN OF PLANE
INDICATED BY #/2 IN SCAN B !GAIN NO INTERNAL SCLEROTIZED CONNECTION IS
EVIDENT SCALE BAR IS  ˩M
QPTUFSJPS TFHNFOUT 	'JH 
 BOE NBZ UIFSFCZ HFOFSBUF NBYJNVN
FYDJUBUJPO BU UIF BUUBDINFOU QPJOU JO UIF DFOUFS PG UIF QPTUFSJPS
TFHNFOU
5IF USBKFDUPSJFT PG GFNBMFT PO UIF TQIFSF XIJDI BSF DFOUFSFE
BSPVOE r BOE r XJUI SFTQFDU UP UIF TZOUIFUJD TPOH TUJNVMVT
BSF DPOHSVFOU XJUI PVS MBTFS WJCSPNFUSZ NFBTVSFNFOUT BOE EF
TDSJQUJPO PG UIF UZNQBOB BT  EJTUJODU QSFTTVSF HSBEJFOU SFDFJWFST
*OUFSFTUJOHMZ PVS EBUB BSF OPU DPOTJTUFOU XJUI UIF TUBOEBSE NPEFM
PG USBDLJOH CJOBVSBM DVFT 	
 JO XIJDI BO BOJNBM BUUFOET UP
JOGPSNBUJPO SFDFJWFE BU CPUI FBST BOE UVSOT UPXBSE UIF POF NPSF
TUSPOHMZ TUJNVMBUFE " HSJTFMMB GFNBMFT EP OPU SFHVMBSMZ [JH[BH UP
UIF MFGU BOE SJHIU PG B r IFBEJOH BOE XIJMF GPMMPXJOH B IFBEJOH PG
r 	PS r
 UIFZ EP OPU HFOFSBMMZ WFFS GBSUIFS UP UIF SJHIU 	PS UP
UIF MFGU
 BT XPVME CF QSFEJDUFE CZ UIF TUBOEBSE NPEFM 8IFSFBT
GFNBMFT RVJDLMZ PSJFOU JO UIF HFOFSBM EJSFDUJPO PG UIF TPOH TUJNV
MVT EVSJOH UIF JOJUJBM  T PG B USJBM UIFZ EP OPU DPOUJOVF UP JNQSPWF
UIFJS BMJHONFOU UPXBSE B r IFBEJOH BGUFSXBSE 3BUIFS " HSJTFMMB
TFFN UP ಫMPDL POUPಬ UIF TUJNVMVT XJUI FJUIFS UIF MFGU PS UIF SJHIU
FBS BOE UIFO SVO GPSXBSE XIJMF QVSTVJOH B IFBEJOH PG BQQSPY
JNBUFMZ r PS r SFTQFDUJWFMZ BOE JHOPSJOH UIF PUIFS FBS
5IFNPUIT EP XBWFS GSPN B QSFDJTF IFBEJOH PG DPVSTF XIJDINBZ
IBWF TFWFSBM DPOTFRVFODFT 4NBMM EFQBSUVSFT GSPN r PS r
NJHIU CF DPSSFDUFE CZ SBOEPN UVSOJOH PS B TFRVFOUJBM DPNQBSJTPO
BMHPSJUIN B NFDIBOJTN UIBU" HSJTFMMB BSF LOPXO UP QPTTFTT 	

-BSHFS EFQBSUVSFT DBO SFTVMU JO MPDLJOH POUP UIF TUJNVMVT XJUI UIF
PUIFS FBS 	FH 'JH B
 PS JO MPTJOH UIF TUJNVMVT FOUJSFMZ BOE UIFO
SFHBJOJOH JU WJB XJEF EFWJBUJPOT PS DJSDMJOH B GPSN PG BVEJUPSZ
TDBOOJOH 	FH 'JH C
 5SBDLJOH PG NPOBVSBM DVFT ದ BUUFOEJOH
POMZ UP JOGPSNBUJPO SFDFJWFE BU B TJOHMF FBS ದ NBZ GVODUJPO JO
" HSJTFMMB CFDBVTF UIF QSJNBSZ EFGMFDUJPO QFBL JT TIBSQ 	'JH B

BOE MJLFMZ FWPLFT B SFMBUJWFMZ IJHI FYDJUBUJPO MFWFM JO DPNQBSJTPO
XJUI FYDJUBUJPO BU PUIFS IFBEJOHT BT XPVME CF FYQFSJFODFE CZ UIF
PQQPTJUF FBS .PSFPWFS UIF NPUIT IBWF  EJGGFSFOU PQQPSUVOJUJFT
UP MPDL POUP UIF TUJNVMVT POF XJUI UIF MFGU FBS BOE POF XJUI UIF
SJHIU BOE FBDI XPVME ZJFME QIPOPUBYJT UPXBSE UIF TPVOE TPVSDF
	'JH B
 0VS NPEFM PG NPOBVSBM USBDLJOH QSFEJDUT UIBU PGG PG UIF











































































































































&IG  3OUND PRESSURE LEVEL 30,	 AROUND A SIMPLE
MODEL OF A FEMALE MOTH AS SIMULATED BY #/-3/,
-ULTI0HYSICS A	 3AGITTAL SECTION WITH ANTERIOR TO THE
LEFT SHOWING PREDICTED 30,S FOR A  D" MEASURED
AT AIR DOMAIN BOUNDARY  CM FROM THE INSECT	 SOUND
SOURCE SITUATED DIRECTLY IN FRONT OF THE MOTH 30,S ARE
 D" HIGHER IN THE CLEFT BETWEEN THE ABDOMEN AND
THORAX THE LOCATION OF THE  TYMPANA SCALE BAR IS
 MM B	 0REDICTED 30,S FOR THE SAME SOUND SOURCE
LOCATED DIRECTLY BEHIND THE MOTH 4HE 30, IN THE CLEFT
BETWEEN THE ABDOMEN AND THE THORAX IS NOW  D"
LOWER THAN WHEN THE SOUND SOURCE WAS IN FRONT OF
THE INSECT SCALE BAR IS  MM C	 0REDICTED 30,S ACROSS
THE VENTRAL SURFACE OF THE ST ABDOMINAL SEGMENT
FOR A SOUND SOURCE DIRECTLY IN FRONT OF THE INSECT
APPROXIMATE LOCATIONS OF THE TYMPANA ARE INDICATED
BY DASHED LINES ANTERIOR IS AT THE TOP 30, IS EQUIVALENT
ACROSS BOTH TYMPANA AND REACHES A MAXIMUM OF 
D" SCALE BAR IS  ˩M D	 0REDICTED 30,S FOR A SOUND
SOURCE AT r AZIMUTH WITH RESPECT TO THE DORSAL VIEW
OF THE INSECT r IN THE VENTRAL VIEW SHOWN	 30,
IS NOTABLY HIGHER ACROSS THE CONTRALATERAL TYMPANUM
RANGING FROM  D"	 THAN ACROSS THE IPSILATERAL
ONE RANGING FROM  D"	 SCALE BAR IS  ˩M E	
0REDICTED 30,S AT THE NEURAL ATTACHMENT POINTS IN THE
LEFT TYMPANUM RED	 AND THE RIGHT TYMPANUM BLUE	
FOR A SOUND SOURCE SITUATED AT AZIMUTHS RANGING FROM
r TO r
B NBMF BT B r 	r
 IFBEJOH XJUI SFTQFDU UP UIF NBMF XPVME
CF SFQSFTFOUFE CZ BO BCTPMVUF IFBEJOH UIBU TIJGUT DPOUJOVPVTMZ
UPXBSE UIF MFGU 	SJHIU
 *O GBDU DVSWFE USBKFDUPSJFT BSF SFHVMBSMZ
PCTFSWFE JO GFNBMFT BQQSPBDIJOHNBMFT JO B MBCPSBUPSZ BSFOB 	

0VS9SBZ$5 TDBOOJOH FMJNJOBUFE UIF QPTTJCJMJUZ UIBU TPNF PG
UIF NPUIಬT MPDBMJ[BUJPO PG B TPVOE TPVSDF DPVME CF BUUSJCVUFE UP
BO *1% EFWJDF PS B SPDLFSBSN CSJEHJOH UIF  FBST 5IFTF TDBOT
SFWFBMFE OP TJHO UIBU B USBDIFB MFBET UP UIF BJS DBWJUZ CFIJOE
UIF UZNQBOBM NFNCSBOF BMMPXJOH TPVOE XBWFT UP BSSJWF BU JUT
JOUFSJPS TVSGBDF 4JNJMBSMZ UIFZ SFWFBMFE OP JOUFSOBM TDMFSPUJ[FE
DPOOFDUJPOT CFUXFFO UIF UXP FBST UIBU DPVME NBHOJGZ UIF **%
PS *5% 	'JHVSF 
 .PSFPWFS MBTFS WJCSPNFUSZ NFBTVSFNFOUT
TIPXFE UIBU UZNQBOVN EFGMFDUJPOT XFSF FRVJWBMFOU GPS TPVOE
BSSJWJOH BU r BOE r 	'JH B
 JNQMZJOH UIBU TJNQMF DSPTT
CPEZ USBOTNJTTJPO PG TPVOE XBT OPU HFOFSBUJOH BO JOGPSNBUJWF
**% 5IF FRVJWBMFODF PG EFGMFDUJPOT HFOFSBUFE CZ TPVOE TPVSDFT
BU r BOEr BMTP DMFBSMZ SFGVUFT UIF QPTTJCJMJUZ UIBU UIFNPUIಬT
CPEZ TDBUUFST IJHI GSFRVFODZ TPVOE BSSJWJOH MBUFSBMMZ BOE UIFSFCZ
BGGPSET BNFBOJOHGVM **% GPS MPDBMJ[BUJPO 	DG 'JHVSF  4VQQPSUJOH
*OGPSNBUJPO 4

5IF SBQJEJUZ XJUI XIJDI " HSJTFMMB GFNBMFT GPVOE UIF HFOFSBM
EJSFDUJPO PG B QMBZCBDL TUJNVMVT BU JUT POTFU EFNPOTUSBUFT SFMJBCMF
SFTPMVUJPO PG UIF GSPOUSFBS BNCJHVJUZ JO EJSFDUJPOBM IFBSJOH 	

6OMJLF QIPOPUBYJT UPXBSE UIF TUJNVMVT UIFTF SPUBUJPOBM NPWF
NFOUT EP BQQFBS UP CF JOJUJBUFE CZ DPNQBSJTPO PG JOGPSNBUJPO
SFDFJWFE BU UIF  FBST "U UIF FOE PG UIF GJSTU QBSU PG UIF 
TQFBLFS USJBMT NPTU GFNBMFT GBDFE JO UIF HFOFSBM EJSFDUJPO PG UIF
TPVOE TUJNVMVT BU r 	FH 'JH D
 $POTFRVFOUMZ UIFJS SJHIU FBST
XFSF OPSNBMMZ NPSF DMPTFMZ BMJHOFE UIBO UIFJS MFGU FBST XJUI UIF
TPVOE TUJNVMVT BU r XIJDI XBT CSPBEDBTU GSPN CFIJOE UIFN
JO UIF TFDPOE QBSU PG UIF USJBM 5IVT UIFJS SJHIU FBST XPVME IBWF
CFFO NPSF TUSPOHMZ TUJNVMBUFE JO UIF TFDPOE QBSU BOE CJOBVSBM
DPNQBSJTPO XPVME IBWF MFE UIFN UP SPUBUF UPXBSE UIF SJHIU BOE
FWFOUVBMMZ GBDF JO UIF HFOFSBM EJSFDUJPO PG UIF r TQFBLFS 0VS
EBUB MBSHFMZ BHSFF XJUI UIJT QSFEJDUJPO BT NPTU GFNBMFT UVSOFE
DMPDLXJTF 	UPXBSE UIF SJHIU
 UP SFPSJFOU BOE UIF  GFNBMFT XIP
UVSOFE DPVOUFSDMPDLXJTF IBE BMM CFFO TUSPOHMZ PSJFOUFE UPXBSE
UIF MFGU PG UIF r TQFBLFS 8F TVHHFTU UIBU CJOBVSBM DPNQBSJTPO
PQFSBUFE JO UIJT DPOUFYU CFDBVTF UIF TFDPOEBSZ EFGMFDUJPO QFBL
BU r PS r CFJOH NVDI MFTT QSPOPVODFE UIBO UIF QSJNBSZ
EFGMFDUJPO QFBL 	'JH B
 EJE OPU JOWPLF B IJHI FOPVHI MFWFM PG
SFMBUJWF FYDJUBUJPO UP SFMFBTF UIF NPOBVSBM USBDLJOH QSPDFTT 5IF
EJGGFSFODF CFUXFFO UIF QSJNBSZ BOE TFDPOEBSZ QFBLT NBZ BSJTF
CFDBVTF UIF " HSJTFMMB UZNQBOVN JUTFMG BDUT BT BO BTZNNFUSJD
SPDLFSBSN EFWJDF UIBU BNQMJGJFT EFGMFDUJPOT BU UIF OFVSBM BUUBDI
NFOU QPJOU JO UIF DFOUFS PG UIF QPTUFSJPS TFHNFOU XIFO TPVOE
XBWFT BSSJWF BMPOH UIF NBKPS BYJT GSPN UIF GSPOU CVU NVDI MFTT TP
XIFO TPVOE BSSJWFT GSPN UIF SFBS
'JOJUF FMFNFOU BOBMZTJT PG UIF TPVOE GJFME BSPVOE UIF NPUI
JOEJDBUFE B MPDBMJ[FE FMFWBUJPO JO TPVOE QSFTTVSF MFWFM JO UIF
JNNFEJBUF WJDJOJUZ PG UIF UZNQBOB XIFO TPVOE XBWFT BSSJWF GSPN
B TPVSDF XJUIJO r PG UIF NPUIಬT NJEMJOF 5IF SFHJPO JT BQQSPYJ
NBUFMZ  NN JO EJBNFUFS BOE GFBUVSFT TPVOE QSFTTVSF MFWFMT 
 E# BCPWF UIF SFTU PG UIF TPVOE GJFME 	'JHVSF 











































































































































EJGGSBDUJPO JO UIF WFOUSBM DMFGU CFUXFFO UIF UIPSBY BOE BCEPNFO
BOE JU NBZ JODSFBTF HFOFSBM BVEJUPSZ TFOTJUJWJUZ JO " HSJTFMMB
#FDBVTF UIF QSFTTVSF JO UIF SFHJPO PG UIF DPOUSBMBUFSBM UZNQBOVN
JT  E# IJHIFS UIBO PO UIF JQTJMBUFSBM TJEF XIFO TPVOE BSSJWFT
GSPN r UP POF TJEF PG UIF NJEMJOF UIF EJGGSBDUJPO FGGFDU NBZ
BMTP JNQSPWF EJSFDUJPOBM IFBSJOH CFZPOE UIF MFWFM BGGPSEFE CZ UIF
EJTUJODU HFPNFUSZ BOE PSJFOUBUJPOT PG UIF UZNQBOB "U UIF TBNF
UJNF GJOJUF FMFNFOU BOBMZTJT BMTP EFNPOTUSBUFT UIBU EJGGSBDUJPO
DBOOPU CF UIF NBJO GBDUPS SFTQPOTJCMF GPS EJSFDUJPOBM IFBSJOH BOE
HFOFSBUJOH UZNQBOVN EFGMFDUJPO QFBLT GPS TPVOE BU B[JNVUIT PG
r BOE r 0VS BOBMZTJT QSFEJDUT WFSZ TJNJMBS TPVOE QSFTTVSF
MFWFMT BU UIF OFVSBM BUUBDINFOU QPJOU JO B UZNQBOVN GPS TPVOE
TPVSDFT BU B[JNVUIT PG r BOE r 	'JHVSF F
 BOE UIF TNBMM
EJGGFSFODFT 	ป  E#
 TFFO CFUXFFO UIF DPOUSBMBUFSBM BOE JQTJMBUFSBM
UZNQBOB GPS B[JNVUIT GSPN r UP r BOE GSPN r UP  rXPVME
OPU BDDPVOU GPS UIF NBHOJUVEF 	ป  E#
 BOE TQFDJGJD QPTJUJPO
	B[JNVUI ป r
 PG UIF QSJNBSZ EFGMFDUJPO QFBL 	'JHVSF B

" HSJTFMMB PCWJPVTMZ MPDBMJ[F TPVOE TPVSDFT CVU UIF NFBOT
CZ XIJDI UIFZ EP TP JT MFTT EJSFDU UIBO JO PUIFS BDPVTUJD JOTFDUT
	
 5IFJS QVUBUJWF NPOBVSBM USBDLJOH JT TVHHFTUJWF PG B MJOF
GPMMPXJOH SPCPU 	
 BMCFJU B SBUIFS JOFGGJDJFOU POF 5IFZ
GPMMPX B DVSWJMJOFBS QBUI UPXBSE B TPVOE TUJNVMVT UIFJS USBKFDUPSZ
JT PGUFO JOUFSSVQUFE CZ MBUFSBM FYDVSTJPOT JO PSEFS UP SFHBJO B
TJHOBM BOE BOZ QSPNQU BSSJWBM BU UIF TUJNVMVT PS B MJWF NBMF JT
MBSHFMZ EVF UP UIFJS SVOOJOH TQFFE BOE NBOFVWFSBCJMJUZ (JWFO
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 BQQFBS UP CF UIFJS NBJO EFGFOTFT UIBU SFMZ PO IFBSJOH
*O DPOUSBTU UP IFBSJOH BDPVTUJD DPNNVOJDBUJPO JO NPUIT JT
SBSF BOE POMZ PDDVST BNPOH JTPMBUFE TQFDJFT BOE HFOFSB JO UIF 
NBKPS DMBEFT B QBUUFSO UIBU SFGMFDUT BO PSJHJO PG TPVOE TJHOBMMJOH
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
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 FH UIF SPDLFS
BSN EFWJDF JO QBSBTJUPJE 0SNJB GMJFT #VU VOMJLF 0SNJB XIPTF
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"DISPJB BMSFBEZ IBE BO BODJFOU TZTUFN GPS QFSDFJWJOH TPVOE
5IVT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%FTQJUF UIF PWFSBMM TJNJMBSJUZ CFUXFFO "DISPJB FBST BOE UIPTF
PG SFMBUFE NPUI TQFDJFT XIFSFJO UIF FBST TUJMM TFSWF QSJNBSJMZ BT
CBU EFUFDUPST TPNF BTQFDUT PG UIF EJSFDUJPOBM IFBSJOH NFDIBOJTN
JO " HSJTFMMB NBZ CF IJHIMZ EFSJWFE DIBSBDUFST 5IF EJGGFSFOUJBM
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 QBS
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TP UIF TQFDJBM WJCSBUJPO NPEFT BOE EFGMFDUJPOT PG JUT UZNQBOB
NVTU PQFSBUF XJUIJO UIF DPOGJOFT PG UIF CBTJD QZSBMPJE NPUI FBS
XIPTF TJNQMJDJUZ DBO CF B DPOTUSBJOU 'PS FYBNQMF UIF QSJNBSZ
EFGMFDUJPO QFBL PG UZNQBOBM WJCSBUJPO JT SBUIFS TIBSQ FYIJCJUJOH
DIBOHFT JO NBHOJUVEF PG  E#  r B[JNVUI BOE POF NJHIU FYQFDU
UIF GFNBMFT UP VTF UIJT JOGPSNBUJPO GPS BDDVSBUFMZ GPMMPXJOH B sr
IFBEJOH UPXBSE UIF TPOH TUJNVMVT 	
 #VU XJUI POMZ  QFSJQIFSBM
OFVSPOT QFS UZNQBOVN 	
 " HSJTFMMB XPVME OPU CF BCMF UP
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BOE JUT IFBEJOH QSFDJTJPO SFNBJOT MJNJUFE 	'JH 
 BT B SFTVMU PG
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DFSUBJO SPVUFT 	
 UIFSFCZ SVMJOH PVU WBSJPVT QPTTJCJMJUJFT GPS
TPNF TQFDJFT 'VSUIFS TUVEZ PG DPNNVOJDBUJPO JO EJWFSTF BDPVTUJD
TQFDJFT TIPVME SFWFBM UIF FYUFOU UP XIJDI UIJT QSFNJTF NBZ CF
BQQMJDBCMF UP EJSFDUJPOBM BCJMJUZ BOE CBTJD IFBSJOH
-ATERIALS AND -ETHODS
-OTHS AND 0HONOTAXIS
! GRISELLA USED IN THE EXPERIMENTS CAME FROM A LABORATORY COLONY
ESTABLISHED FROM MOTHS COLLECTED IN THE VICINITY OF HONEYBEE COLONIES IN
&LORIDA IN 7E REARED THEMOTHS ON A STANDARD DIET 	 AND KEPT THEM IN
AN ENVIRONMENTAL CHAMBER MAINTAINED AT r AND A  ,$ PHOTOPERIOD
"ECAUSE ! GRISELLA FEMALES NORMALLY BECOME UNRECEPTIVE FOLLOWING A SINGLE
MATING WE ONLY USED VIRGIN FEMALES IN OUR TESTS !LL FEMALES WERE BETWEEN
 DAYS OLD AT THE TIME OF THEIR TESTS WHICH WERE CONDUCTED DURING THE lRST
 H OF THE PHOTOPERIODIC NIGHT
7E MEASURED SOUND LOCALIZATION BY ANALYZING PHONOTACTIC RESPONSES OF
FEMALES TO A MALE SONG STIMULUS WHILE RUNNING ON A LOCOMOTION COMPENSA
TION SPHERE 3YNTECH ,#	 4HE STIMULUS WAS A SONG RECORDED FROM A SINGLE
MALE INDIVIDUAL IN THE LABORATORY COLONY WHO EXHIBITED ACOUSTIC FEATURES THAT
WERE AVERAGE FOR THE POPULATION 7E BROADCAST THE STIMULUS FROM A HIGH
FREQUENCY SPEAKER !VISOFT 3CANSPEAK DRIVEN BY AN !VISOFT 5LTRASOUND 'ATE
0LAYER - DIGITAL ANALOGUE CONVERTERAMPLIlER	 ATTACHED TO A MOVEABLE
ARM 4HIS APPARATUS ALLOWED US TO POSITION THE SPEAKER AT THE SAME ELEVATION
AS THE TEST FEMALE SITUATED ON THE TOP OF THE SPHERE WHILE ORIENTING IT DIRECTLY
AT HER BUT FROM A VARIABLE LOCATION BEHIND THE SPHERE )N EACH TRIAL THE
STIMULUS WAS ADJUSTED TO  D" 30, PEAK MEASUREMENT  D"   ˩0A	 AT
THE FEMALEಬS LOCATION  CM DISTANT FROM THE SPEAKER CF REF 	 3TIMULUS
AMPLITUDE WAS RECALIBRATED AT THE BEGINNING OF EACH TEST DAY
4HE OPERATION OF THE LOCOMOTION COMPENSATION SPHERE RETAINED THE TEST
FEMALE ON THE TOP OF THE SPHERE THROUGHOUT THE TRIAL 4O ENSURE THAT SHE
REMAINED AT THIS LOCATION AND DID NOT mY OFF THE SPHERE WE REMOVED THE
DISTAL  OF HER WINGS ON THE DAY PRIOR TO TESTING &EMALES WERE IMMOBILIZED
BY BRIEF COOLING BEFOREWING REMOVAL7E DID NOT OBSERVE ANY ADVERSE EFFECTS
OF WING REMOVAL ON THE FEMALEಬS RUNNING OR PHONOTAXIS WHICH WAS SIMILAR
TO THAT SEEN IN LABORATORY ARENAS 	 AND IN THEIR NATURAL MILIEU ADJACENT TO
HONEYBEE COLONIES 	
7E TESTED  FEMALES IN S TRIALS THAT ANALYZED RESPONSES TO THE SONG











































































































































HOLDING THE SPHERE )N EACH TRIAL WE OBTAINED THE FEMALEಬS TRAJECTORY AS
RECONSTRUCTED WITH 3YNTECH 4RACK3PHERE SOFTWARE FROM THE SERIES OF HER XY
COORDINATES IN VIRTUAL SPACE SAMPLED AT MS INTERVALS  7E USED THESE DATA
TO DETERMINE 	 A RUNNING AVERAGE OF THE INSECTಬS AZIMUTH HEADING RELATIVE TO
THE STIMULUS TAKEN OVER THE PREVIOUS  S 	 THE RUNNING VELOCITY TAKEN OVER
THE PREVIOUS  S ALONG THE TRAJECTORY AND 	 THE INITIAL HEADING AT THE START
OF THE TRIAL )N A SECOND LOCOMOTION EXPERIMENT WE TESTED  FEMALES IN S
TRIALS THAT COMPRISED  S OF THE SONG STIMULUS  S OF SILENCE AND A SECOND 
S OF SONG !ND IN A THIRD LOCOMOTION EXPERIMENT USING  SPEAKERS WE TESTED
ANOTHER  FEMALES IN S TRIALS IN WHICH THE SONG STIMULUS WAS BROADCAST
FROM A SPEAKER AT r FOR THE INITIAL  S AND THEN FROM A SPEAKER AT r FOR
THE NEXT  S
,ASER 6IBROMETRY
7E USED LASER VIBROMETRY TO MEASURE IN VIVO TYMPANUM DEmECTIONS
IN RESPONSE TO HIGH FREQUENCY SOUND &EMALE ! GRISELLA WERE IMMOBILIZED
BY COOLING AND THEN MOUNTED VENTRAL SIDE UP ON A BLOCK OF RESIN AND
BEESWAX 4HE MOTHಬS LEGS WERE REMOVED AND THE THORAX WAS LIFTED SO THAT
THE ABDOMINAL	 TYMPANA WERE FULLY EXPOSED 7E lXED THE MOUNTING BLOCK
WITH THE MOTH ON A STABLE ROTATING STAGE BENEATH A SCANNING DIMENSIONAL
LASER VIBROMETER 0OLYTEC 036 -3!$	 AND THEN PRECISELY POSITIONED
THE MOUNTING SUCH THAT THE VIBROMETER FOCUSED ON ONE OF THE MOTHಬS
TYMPANA 4HE RESULTS PRESENTED HERE REPRESENT THE OUT OF PLANE MOTION OF
THE MEMBRANE ONLY !  K(Z PURE TONE SINE WAVE	 SOUND STIMULUS WAS
GENERATED FROM AN !GILENT !  -(Z &UNCTION 7AVEFORM 'ENERATOR
PASSED THROUGH A "RANDENBURG 2 0HOTOMULTIPLIER 0OWER 3UPPLY AND
BROADCAST FROM A CUSTOMBUILT WIDE BAND AIRCOUPLED ELECTROSTATIC TRANSDUCER
	 SITUATED  CM TO THE SIDE OF THE MOTH 0REVIOUS STUDIES DEMONSTRATED
THAT! GRISELLA FEMALESMOVE TOWARD PURE TONE PULSES GENERATED FROM AWIDE
RANGE OF ULTRASOUND FREQUENCIES 	 AND THAT PULSED OR CONTINUOUS PURE TONE
SOUND AT THESE FREQUENCIES ELICITS A CERTAIN LEVEL OF TYMPANUM RESPONSE THIS
RESPONSE ONLY VARIES s  D" FOR STIMULI OF A lXED INTENSITY RANGING FROM 
K(Z TO  K(Z AND s  D" FOR  K(Z TO  K(Z 	 7E CHOSE  K(Z
FOR OUR SOUND STIMULUS BECAUSE IT IS THE DOMINANT FREQUENCY IN MALE SONG
AMONG THE ! GRISELLA POPULATION TESTED AND IT IS ALSO THE FREQUENCY THAT
ELICITS MAXIMUM TYMPANUM RESPONSES 	 4HE STIMULUS WAS CALIBRATED TO
 D" 30, WITH THE AID OF A PRECISION MICROPHONE "RUEL AND +JAER 	
PLACED  CM BEHIND THE MOTH AND ORIENTED DIRECTLY TOWARD THE BROADCASTING
TRANSDUCER 4HIS STIMULUS AND ITS ORIENTATION WERE DESIGNED TO REPRESENT A
NEARBY MALEಬS SONG AS PERCEIVED BY A FEMALE MOVING ON A HORIZONTAL SURFACE
7E TESTED THE RIGHT TYMPANUM IN EACH OF  FEMALES WITH  BROADCASTS
OF THE STIMULUS PRESENTED IN r AZIMUTH INCREMENTS FROM r TO r
RELATIVE TO THE MOTHಬS MIDLINE !FTER EACH BROADCAST WE ROTATED THE STAGE
WITH THE MOUNTING BLOCK AND MOTH TO THE NEXT AZIMUTH CONlRMED THE
POSITION OF THE TRANSDUCER RELATIVE TO THE MOTH IDENTIlED THE MIDLINE OF THE
MOTH USING THE CROSSHAIRS IN THE MICROSCOPE OF THE VIBROMETER AND MADE
lNAL ADJUSTMENTS TO THE ROTATING STAGE RELATIVE TO THE MIDLINE 7E USED THE
MICROSCOPE TO IDENTIFY THE EXACT POSITION OF THE NEURONAL ATTACHMENT POINT
IN THE TYMPANUM FOR EACH AZIMUTH INCREMENT
$EmECTIONS WERE MEASURED AS THE VERTICAL DISTANCE BETWEEN THE HIGHEST
AND LOWEST DISPLACEMENT OF A GIVEN POINT ON THE TYMPANUM WHILE THE SOUND
STIMULUS WAS BROADCAST 4HIS PROCEDURE WAS CONDUCTED FOR  POINTS ON
THE TYMPANUM EACH POINT BEING MEASURED  TIMES $ATA ANALYSIS WAS
PERFORMED BY 0OLYTEC V SOFTWARE WHICH SAMPLED THE VIBROMETER SIGNALS
AT  K(Z WITH A SAMPLE TIME OF  MS !N &&4 WAS PERFORMED WITH
A RECTANGULAR WINDOW AND  &&4 LINES GIVING A FREQUENCY RESOLUTION
OF  (Z !LTHOUGH OUR SOUND STIMULUS WAS A PURE TONE AN &&4 WAS
ADVANTAGEOUS AS IT ALLOWED US TO USE THE VIBROMETER SOFTWAREಬS AUTOMATIC
GENERATION OF THE LINEAR FREQUENCY SPECTRUM AND CORRESPONDING COHERENCE
AND CROSSCORRELATION lGURES 4HE COMPLEX AVERAGE OF THE VELOCITY 6 WAS
CALCULATED AS THE AVERAGE OF THE REAL 2E	 AND IMAGINARY )M	 COMPONENTS
REPRESENTING THE MAGNITUDE AND THE PHASE OF OSCILLATION RESPECTIVELY	 OF
EACH MEASUREMENT 6N
4HE VELOCITY WAS THEN CONVERTED INTO A DISPLACEMENT IN POSTPROCESSING
7E FOCUSED SPECIlCALLY ON MEASURING DEmECTION AT THE POINT WHERE THE
PERIPHERAL NEURONS ARE ATTACHED TO THE TYMPANAL MEMBRANE
7E TESTED THE LEFT TYMPANUM IN  ADDITIONAL MOTHS WITH  BROADCASTS AT
AZIMUTHS FROM r TO r AND THEREBY COMPARED THE STIMULUS ORIENTATION
ANGLE GENERATING MAXIMUM DEmECTION IN THE LEFT AND RIGHT TYMPANA !LL
 MOTHS REMAINED ALIVE THROUGHOUT THE SERIES OF MEASUREMENTS WHICH
TYPICALLY LASTED  H (OWEVER MANY MOTHS WOULD NOT SURVIVE LONGER TESTING
AND THIS CONSTRAINT PRECLUDED RELIABLE MEASUREMENTS OF THE LEFT AND RIGHT
TYMPANA IN THE SAME INDIVIDUAL &OR EACH MOTH MEASUREMENTS BEGAN AT r
AZIMUTH AND WERE INCREMENTED CLOCKWISE 4HUS THE STIMULUS ELICITING THE
PRIMARY DEmECTION PEAK &IGURE 	 WAS THE LAST ONE TESTED IN MEASUREMENTS
OF THE RIGHT EAR BUT THE SECOND ONE TESTED IN MEASUREMENTS OF THE LEFT EAR
7E OBTAINED ' MELLONELLA LARVAE FROM "LADES "IOLOGICAL 3UPPLIES %DEN
BRIDGE 5+ 2EARING WAS SIMILAR TO THAT FOR ! GRISELLA AND WE FOLLOWED
THE SAME LASER VIBROMETRY PROTOCOL TO MEASURE TYMPANUM DEmECTIONS IN THE
RIGHT TYMPANUM OF  FEMALES EXCEPT THAT THE SOUND STIMULUS WAS  K(Z THE
FREQUENCY TO WHICH ' MELLONELLA ARE MAXIMALLY SENSITIVE 	 4HE TYMPANA
OF ' MELLONELLA ARE APPROXIMATELY TWICE THE SIZE OF THOSE IN ! GRISELLA
IMPLYING THAT A PRESSURE GRADIENT MECHANISM IN ' MELLONELLA SHOULD IT
EXIST WOULD FUNCTION AT MUCH LOWER FREQUENCIES THAN IN ! GRISELLA FURTHER
JUSTIFYING THE STIMULUS WE TESTED
82AY #4 3CANNING
82AY #OMPUTER 4OMOGRAPHY #4	 SCANS WERE PERFORMED USING A "RUKER
3KYSCAN  ! MOTH WAS MOUNTED ON A BLOCK OF DENTAL WAX WITH ITS DORSAL
SIDE UP AND ENCASED IN A  MM DIAM PLASTIC TUBE 4HE TUBE WAS THEN PLACED
VERTICALLY WITH THE MOTHಬS HEAD UPWARDS IN THE IMAGING CHAMBER OF THE
SCANNER ! VOLTAGE OF  K6 WAS APPLIED TO THE 82AY SOURCE WHICH WAS
POSITIONED  MM FROM THE CENTER OF ROTATION OF THE SUBJECT .O lLTER
WAS APPLIED TO THE 82AY SOURCE AND IMAGES WERE GENERATED WITH  X
 PIXELS AT A RESOLUTION OF  wM PER PIXEL
! TOTAL OF  IMAGES WERE TAKEN IN r INCREMENTS AROUND ONE
HEMISPHERE OF THE MOTH AN AVERAGE OF  FRAMES WAS TAKEN AT EACH ROTATION
INCREMENT 4HE IMAGES WERE COLLECTED AND A VOLUMETRIC RECONSTRUCTION OF
THE MOTH BODY WAS GENERATED BY "RUKER #4VOL SOFTWARE 4HESE IMAGES WERE
GENERATED BY CALCULATING THE RATE OF ATTENUATION OF THE 82AY THROUGH THE
MOTHಬS BODY 4HE THRESHOLD FOR THIS ATTENUATION SIGNAL WAS SET MANUALLY IN
ORDER TO REVEAL ONLY SCLEROTIZED STRUCTURES AND IGNORE SOFT TISSUE OF THE MOTH
 MOTHS WERE SCANNED IN THIS WAY  OF WHICH WERE PREPARED BY SATURATION IN
ETHANOL FOR  H FOLLOWED BY DRYING FOR  H 4HE SCANSWERE THEN PERFORMED THE
FOLLOWING DAY 4HE REMAINING MOTH WAS SCANNED IMMEDIATELY POSTMORTEM
WITH NO ADDITIONAL PREPARATION
3OUND &IELD -ODELING
#/-3/, -ULTI0HYSICS WAS USED TO SIMULATE THE DIMENSIONAL SOUND
lELD AROUND THE MOTHಬS BODY 4HESE SIMULATIONS ALLOWED US TO ESTIMATE
SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS AROUND AN INTACT MOTH ASSUMING A NORMAL POSTURE
PARTICULARLY IN THE REGION IMMEDIATELY ADJACENT TO THE TYMPANA ! mOATING
POINT MESH OF THE THORAX AND ABDOMEN WAS GENERATED BY THE 82AY #4
SCANNER AND USED AS A TEMPLATE IN 3OLID7ORKS FOR A SIMPLE GEOMETRICAL
REPRESENTATION OF THE MOTH BODY ! PRINCIPAL FEATURE OF THIS REPRESENTATION
IS THE CLEFT BETWEEN THE THORAX AND ABDOMEN WHICH IS  ˩M WIDE AT THE
VENTRAL SURFACE AND EXTENDS  ˩MBACK INTO THEMOTHಬS BODY 4HE COMPLETE
MODEL COMPRISED THE THORAX AND ABDOMEN lXED IN A SPHERICAL AIR DOMAIN 
MM IN RADIUS !S IN THE LASER VIBROMETRY MEASUREMENTS THE SOUND STIMULUS
WAS A PURE TONE OF  K(Z PRESENTED PARALLEL TO THE TYMPANUM SURFACE WITH
A VARIABLE AZIMUTH ANGLE AROUND THE AXIS NORMAL TO THIS SURFACE 4HE LOCATION
OF THE SIMULATED SOUND SOURCE WAS MODIlED IN r AZIMUTH INCREMENTS WITH
r REPRESENTING A SOUND SOURCE DIRECTLY AHEAD OF THE INSECT AND ON ITS MIDLINE
7E SET THE STIMULUS AMPLITUDE TO  D" 30, AT THE BOUNDARY OF THE AIR
DOMAIN
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